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1. 4G / LTE, IP, analog wireless transmitters
2. CCTV battery suitcases for Special Services
3. Rapid deployment towers with 4G/LTE and batteries
4. Rapid deployment cameras for construction sites
5. Rapid deployment systems for city video monitoring
6. Solar power systems for CCTV cameras

Polish manufacturer of innovative solutions for CCTV
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www.camsat-cctv.com
camsat@camsat.com

Sales department ext.   21, 22 and 35
tel. +48 52 387 3658      tel. +48 52 387 5406 
tel. +48 52 387 1097       tel. 798 585 208        tel. 518 977 572

iCAM-Solar365



iCAM-Tower rapid deployment video surveillance towers
Intended for construction companies, solar farms and city guards.
Complete video monitoring point can be deployed and activated in 20
minutes. You don't need power or wiring. You will implement wireless
monitoring within a radius of 200m from the tower. iCAM-Tower is
equipped with everything you need to operate: batteries, solar panels,
30 days video recording, live transmission, alarm ...
[Price list no. 3 Observation towers - TOWER]

We are constantly expanding our
offer to present the most functional

CCTV solutions.
They are all inspired by the needs of

customers.
 

NEWS 2021

CAMSAT 2021 price list

4G/LTE transmitter for IP cameras 
with two PoE ports
GlobalCAM-4.5G 2PoE ensures wireless and direct live connection of
multiple IP cameras with NVR recorder via 4G / LTE internet
network. [Price list no. 1. Transmitters for CCTV cameras]

Construction and no helmet!!!
ALARM + PHOTO + RECORD + SMS
iConstrutionCAM BHP/OHS – rapid deployment camera for remote
surveillance of construction sites with automatic detection of the
lack of a protective helmet. [Price list no. 4 Construction cameras]

Battery suitcase with 4G / LTE micro camera and four PoE
ports. Professional video surveillance in a compact version
CaseCAM-PRO designed for Municipal Guards and Forest Guards.
Hidden or buried in the ground, it is effective in combating illegal
landfills and crime.
[Price list no. 2. LTE CaseCAM-PRO suitcases]

All-year-round solar power for CCTV
iCAM-Solar365 is designed for fixed and mobile CCTV video-
monitoring points without access to power.
[Price list no. 6. Solar power for CCTV]

ALWAYS
PROFESSIONAL  



C Accessories

iCAM Cameras

No. Index Model Photo Description and advantages Technical parameters and content Discount Retail price

4.01 1060

iConstruction-CAM 

BACK

(compatible with 

Hikvision, Dahua, ...)

Rapid deployment LTE system for remote video observation of

construction sites and progress of construction works - without an 

IP camera.

 

Mechanically adapted to mount almost any PTZ IP camera of such

brands as: Hikvision and Dahua

 

Key features:

* 4G / LTE - YES (1x SIM)

* Battery - YES (4h)

* Automatic battery charging with 230V - YES

* Mobility and quick slide assembly - YES

* Compatible with cameras and NVR Hikvision / Dahua - YES

* Camera - NO

Technical parameters: 4G / LTE transmission, 1x SIM socket, 1x LAN port with PoE, 230V AC power supply, emergency power 

supply for 4h, pole / wall fast mounting socket, mechanical adapter for attaching a Dahua or Hikvision PTZ camera, built-in battery 

charger - YES, external IP66.

Camera parameters: Does not contain a camera. Use your own IP camera from any manufacturer.

Working time on the battery: depends on the power consumption of the camera - 4-8h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, antenna, quick assembly GE-Mobile II x 1 pcs, mounting accessories x 1 pc.

Recommended accessories: Mounting adapter for cameras: Bosch, Axis, Avigillion, Novus, UNV, IDIS, Flir, GANZ and others; 

Mounting adapter for bullet cameras; LTE simCAM card; iCAM-BOX, Wi-Fi.

In the case of delivery of an IP camera to CAMSAT, the product will be sent back fully configured and ready for operation.

iCAM 1 333 €

4.02 1069

iConstruction-CAM 

BHP

2021 NEWS

Construction camera for automatic detection of the lack of 

wearing helmets on employees' heads.

The camera independently detects the figure of a person who does not 

have a protective helmet on his head. It takes photos automatically and 

immediately informs about the situation via the application, SMS or e-

mail. The user will receive a photo via the application and with one 

button can view the video recording of the event.

Key features:

* Detection of the absence of a helmet on the heads of employees

* An audible, automatic warning message when a helmet is missing

* Remote 4G / LTE live view and in-app notifications

* Rapid deployment, steel construction with IP66

* 14 or 28 days of continuous video recording

Dedicated for:

* Construction companies

* General construction contractors

* OHS inspectors, repair companies

* Transport companies

* Work safety, warehouses, transport, reloading, communication ports, 

etc.

* Eliminate penalties for non-compliance with OHS / OHS regulations.

Technical parameters:  

Live transmission via 4G / LTE, 1x SIM slot, 230V AC power supply, emergency power supply for 4h, video recording for 14 days back 

(option 28 days), notification via SMS, e-mail, push notifications in the application, automatic audio warnings about the lack of a 

helmet, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, Wi-Fi, built-in battery charger, steel external structure IP66. Relay NO output 

allowing, for example, an employee to enter the area.

Camera parameters: 

4Mpix 2680x1520p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.001 Lux/F1.2 (color), 0.0003 Lux/F1.2 (B/W), 30m IR, h.265+, WDR 140dB, ROIx4, 

Defog, intelligent image analysis (IVS): virtual line crossing, intrusion detection,  face detection and appearance / disappearance of the 

object. Detection of no helmet on the head at a distance of 30-40m. Counting people, taking a photo of the face, detection of human 

parameters such as: age, gender, color of clothes, headgear, height.

Working time on the battery: 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM Hard Hat, antennas, GE-Mobile II quick assembly socket x1, SD128GB memory - internal registration, 

video recording for 14 days, mounting accessories x1.

Recommended accessories: additional side cameras, video recording up to 28 days, iCAM-BOX - transport box, iCAM-TOWER - CCTV 

tower, iCAM-Magnetic STAND - magnetic tripod on the car roof, solar power system.

iCAM 3 327 €

4.03 1061 iConstruction-CAM x25

Rapid deployment LTE system for remote video observation of

construction sites and progress of construction works - with PTZ 

camera with optical zoom x25.

Key features:

* as in iConstruction-CAM BACK

* Camera - YES (PTZ zoom x25, IR 100m)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters: Live transmission via 4G / LTE, 1x SIM slot, 230V AC power supply, emergency power backup for 4 hours, 

video recording for 14 days back, alarm notifications via e-mail and phone in the application, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, 

built-in battery charger, steel external structure IP66.

Camera parameters: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom x25, IR 

100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, RoI, Defog, intelligent image analysis 

(IVS): Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection and appearance / disappearance of the object.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 1613m, Observation: 646m, Recognition: 323m, Identification: 161m

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, PTZ camera x1, SD128GB – video recording for up to 14 days, anteny, GE-Mobile II quick 

assembly socket x1, mounting accessories x1 szt. 

iCAM 2 230 €

4. Price list of rapid deployment cameras for 

CONSTRUCTION SITES

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

Version without camera - main unit for mounting any IP camera

iConstruction-CAM     
 Mobile system for quick creation of remote video monitoring

  CONSTRUCTION SITES with 4G/LTE

Ready to use sets of CCTV monitoring – main unit with cameras



C Accessories

iCAM Cameras

No. Index Model Photo Description and advantages Technical parameters and content Discount Retail price

4. Price list of rapid deployment cameras for 

CONSTRUCTION SITES

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

4.04 1063

iConstruction-CAM 

DOME-2M

(with FullHD 2Mpix fixed-

position camera)

Rapid deployment LTE system for remote video observation of

construction sites and progress of construction works - with fixed 

wide-angle camera 2Mpix (1080P).

Key features:

* as in iConstruction-CAM BACK

* Camera - YES (fixed-position, IR30m)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters:  Live transmission via 4G / LTE, 1x SIM slot, 230V AC power supply, emergency power backup for 4 hours, 

video recording for 14 days back, alarm notifications via e-mail and phone in the application, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, 

built-in battery charger, steel external structure IP66.

Camera parameters: 2Mpix 1920x1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical zoom x4, IR 30m, h.265+, 

observation angle 100°—38°, lens: 2.8~12mm motor, AWB, ATW, AGC, BLC, HLC, EIS, WDR 120 dB, 3D DNR, ROI, motion detection, 

alarms after crossing virtual line, detecting intrusion, face detection and appearance / disappearance of the object. IK10

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 129m, Observation: 51m, Recognition: 26m, Identification: 13m.

Working time on the battery: up to 6h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, fixed camera x1, SD128GB memory - video recording for 14 days, antennas, quick assembly GE-

Mobile II x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM 1 797 €

4.05 1064

iConstructionCAM 

Triplex DOME-2M

(with 3 fixed-position 

FullHD cameras)

Rapid deployment LTE system for remote video observation of

construction sites and progress of construction works – with 3 

wide-angle fixed-position cameras 2Mpix (1080P).

Key features:

* as in iConstruction-CAM BACK

* Camera - YES (3x fixed-position, IR30m)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters: Live transmission via 4G / LTE, 1x SIM slot, 230V AC power supply, emergency power backup for 4 hours, 

video recording for 14 days back, alarm notifications via e-mail and phone in the application, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, 

built-in battery charger, steel external structure IP66.

Camera parameters: 3x 2Mpix 1080p FHD, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical zoom x4, IR 30m, 

h.265+, lens: 2.8~12mm motor, observation angle 3x 100°—38°, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, wykrycie ruchu. motion 

detection, alarms after crossing virtual line, detecting intrusion, face detection and appearance / disappearance of the object.

Observation range: Event detection: from a distance of 129m, Observation: 51m, Recognition: 26m, Identification: 13m.

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, Hikvision camera x3, SD128GB x3 - video recording for 14 days, antennas, quick assembly GE-

Mobile II x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM 2 436 €

4.06 1065b

iConstruction-CAM X25 

Duplex DOME-2M

new version – x25

TOP - Very popular 

product

Rapid deployment LTE system for remote video observation of

construction sites and progress of construction works – with 2 

wide-angle fixed-position cameras 2Mpix (1080P) and PTZ camera with 

optical zoom x25 (200m).

It allows the observation of a large area and a detailed analysis of 

distant places.

Key features:

* as in iConstruction-CAM BACK

* Camera - YES (2x fixed-position 2Mpix camera, IR 30m; 1x PTZ 2Mpix 

camera, IR 100m)

* Video recording for 14 days

Technical parameters: Live transmission via 4G / LTE, 1x SIM slot, 230V AC power supply, emergency power backup for 4 hours, 

video recording for 14 days back, alarm notifications via e-mail and phone in the application, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, 

built-in battery charger, steel external structure IP66.  

Parameters of the PTZ camera: 2Mpix 1080p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.005 Lux/F1.6 (color), 0.0005 Lux/F1.6 (B/W), optical zoom 

x25, IR 100m, h.265+, lens: 4.8~120mm, AWB, AGC, ATW, BLC, HLC, EIS, 2D/3D DNR, WDR 120dB, RoI, Defog, intelligent image 

analysis (IVS): Auto Tracking, virtual line crossing, intrusion detection, face detection and appearance / disappearance of the object.

Parameters of the fixed-position cameras: 2x 2Mpix 1080p FHD, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), optical 

zoom x4, IR 30m, h.265+, lens: 2.8~12 mm motor, observation angle 2x 100°—38°, AWB, AGC, BLC, 3D DNR, WDR 120dB, ROI, 

motion detection, alarms after crossing virtual line, detecting intrusion, face detection and appearance / disappearance of the object.

Observation range of the PTZ camera: Event detection: from a distance of 900m, Observation: 380m, Recognition: 180m, 

Identification: 90m

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, fixed-position camera x2, PTZ-camera x1, SD128GB x3 - video recording for 14 days, antennas, 

quick assembly GE-Mobile II x1, mounting accessories x1.

iCAM 2 930 €

4.07 1067

iConstruction-CAM 

TRUCK II

(for construction vehicles)

Magnetic camera for heavy construction vehicles - 4G / LTE

Key features:

* 4G/LTE/3G

* Wi-Fi

* 14 days of video recording

* 4Mpix resolution

* Observation angle of 100° (option: 180°)

* Steel construction IP66

Options: magnetic bases, batteries

Technical parameters: Live transmission via 4G / LTE, local video recording for 14 days and the possibility of remote recording, 1x 

SIM slot, 12-24V power supply, alarm notifications by e-mail and phone in the application, steel external structure IP66.   

Camera parameters: 4Mpix 2560x1440p, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.01 Lux (color), 0 Lux (B/W IR), IR 30m, h.265+, observation 

angle 100° (option: 180°), motion detection, virtual line crossing, instrusion detection, appearance / disappearance of the object, ROI.

Includes: iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II, 4Mpix camera x1, SD128GB – video recording for 14 days x1, LTE antenna x1, Wi-Fi antenna 

x1, power cable in a steel sheath x1.

SECURES:

* employees and the immediate surroundings

* against fuel theft and devastation

* live view of the works

* monitors the working time and reports switching off / switching on the vehicle's engine (via email / SMS)

* park other construction vehicles around at night and they will all be monitored

* secures the rear of trailers and hidden parts of vehicles

iCAM 1 230 €

4.08 1068

iConstruction-CAM 

TRUCK II ext

Extension of the iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II with another 

camera

Another camera with the same parameters as iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II. Intended for observation from a different direction. The set 

includes a cable connecting to the 2.5m iConstructionCAM TRUCK II unit
iCAM 597 €

4.09 1127

MagneticMOUNT Magnetic base for the iConstruction-CAM TRUCK II camera Extremely strong magnetic mount. Enables quick installation of cameras to any steel surface, e.g. to a container, on a vehicle roof, on 

a crane hook. C 153 €

Cameras for construction vehicles
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iCAM Cameras

No. Index Model Photo Description and advantages Technical parameters and content Discount Retail price

4. Price list of rapid deployment cameras for 

CONSTRUCTION SITES

CAMSAT 04.2021
prices exclude tax

price list valid since 02.04.2021

4.10 1066a

iConstruction-CAM 

TimeLapse 4M

(with special 2k camera)

4G/LTE construction camera for remote video surveillance of 

construction sites and recording time-lapse movies TIME-LAPSE 

4Mpix

Designed to record time-lapse materials in order to recreate the works 

later, e.g. at an accelerated pace (365 days in 2 minutes). The camera 

also enables remote observation of construction sites online via the 

Internet.

 

Key features:

* 4G/LTE – YES (1x SIM)

* Battery – YES (4h)

* Automatic battery charging from 230V – YES 

* Mobility and quick insertion – YES

* 4Mpix TimeLapse camera – YES

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, 1x SIM slot, 1x LAN port with PoE+, 230V AC power supply, emergency power supply 

for 4h, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, built-in automatic battery charger - YES, external IP66, TimeLapse function with 

adjustment of taking photos every 1—5000s.

Camera parameters: 4Mpix, 2688x1520 px, viewing angle 105°—34°, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.03Lux/F1.4 Lux (color), 0 Lux/F1.4 

(IR on) Lux (B/W), motozoom x4, IR 50m, h.264, h.265, h.265+, lens: 2,7~13mm (motozoom, autofocus).

Observation range: Event detection from a distance of 208m, Observation: 83m, Recognition: 41m, Identification: 20m.

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, camera TimeLapse 4Mpix x1, SD128GB – local recording of video and photos, antennas,  quick 

assembly GE-Mobile II x1, mounting accessories x1

iCAM 1 827 €

4.11 1066b

iConstruction-CAM 

TimeLapse 8M

(with special 4k 8Mpix 

camera)

TOP – Very popular 

product

4G/LTE construction camera for remote video surveillance of 

construction sites and recording time-lapse movies TIME-LAPSE 

8Mpix 

Designed to record time-lapse materials in order to recreate the works 

later, e.g. at an accelerated pace (365 days in 2 minutes). The camera 

also enables remote observation of construction sites online via the 

Internet.

 

Key features:

* 4G/LTE – YES (1x SIM)

* Battery – YES (4h)

* Automatic battery charging from 230V – YES 

* Mobility and quick insertion – YES

* 8Mpix TimeLapse camera – YES

Technical parameters: 

Camera parameters: 8Mpix, 3840x2160 px, viewing angle 105°—34°, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.03Lux/F1.4 Lux (color), 0 Lux/F1.4 

(IR on) Lux (B/W), motozoom x4, IR 50m, h.264, h.265, h.265+, lens: 2,7~13mm (motozoom, autofocus).

Observation range: Event detection from a distance of 228m, Observation: 91m, Recognition: 46m, Identification: 23m.

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, camera TimeLapse 8Mpix x1, SD128GB – local recording of video and photos, antennas,  quick 

assembly GE-Mobile II x1, mounting accessories x1

iCAM 2 260 €

4.12 1066c

iConstruction-CAM 

TimeLapse 12M

(with special 12Mpix 

camera)

4G/LTE construction camera for remote video surveillance of 

construction sites and recording time-lapse movies TIME-LAPSE 

12Mpix 

Designed to record time-lapse materials in order to recreate the works 

later, e.g. at an accelerated pace (365 days in 2 minutes). The camera 

also enables remote observation of construction sites online via the 

Internet.

 

Key features:

* 4G/LTE – YES (1x SIM)

* Battery – YES (4h)

* Automatic battery charging from 230V – YES 

* Mobility and quick insertion – YES

* 8Mpix TimeLapse camera – YES

Technical parameters: 4G/LTE transmission, 1x SIM slot, 1x LAN port with PoE+, 230V AC power supply, emergency power supply 

for 4h, quick mounting socket on a pole or wall, built-in automatic battery charger - YES, external IP66, TimeLapse function with 

adjustment of taking photos every 1—5000s.

Camera parameters: 12Mpix, 4000x3000 px, viewing angle 105°—34°, Day/Night, sensitivity: 0.03Lux/F1.4 Lux (color), 0 Lux/F1.4 

(IR on) Lux (B/W), motozoom x4, IR 50m, h.264, h.265, h.265+, lens: 2,7~13mm (motozoom, autofocus).

Observation range: Event detection from a distance of 228m, Observation: 108m, Recognition: 52m, Identification: 26m.

Working time on the battery: up to 4h

Includes: iConstruction-CAM BACK, kamera TimeLapse 12Mpix x1, pamięć SD128GB – wewnętrzna rejestracja wideo i zdjęć, anteny, 

gniazdo szybkiego montażu GE-Mobile II x1 szt., akcesoria montażowe x1 szt.
iCAM 2 887 €

4.13 1100

iCAM-Adapter

00 64

Option available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Mounting adapter for cameras of any brand, e.g. Bosch, Novus, Axis, UNV, Avigilon, etc.

Adapter for mounting IP PTZ cameras with hanging pipe mounting. The kit includes an adapter that allows you to attach PTZ 

cameras of various brands. Ask the CAMSAT technical department for details and compatibility.
-

Individual 

pricing

4.14 1102

iMount-Triplex

00 60

Option available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Mounting adapter for 3 fixed cameras

The adapter allows the installation of 3 fixed cameras on devices from the iCAM series. Ask the CAMSAT technical department for 

details and compatibility.
C 187 €

4.15 1103

iMount-Duplex

00 61

Option available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Mounting adapter for 1 PTZ camera and 2 fixed cameras

The adapter allows the installation of 1 PTZ camera and 2 fixed cameras on devices from the iCAM series. Ask the CAMSAT technical 

department for details and compatibility.
C 187 €

TimeLapse cameras for harsh working conditions

Options to extend functionality
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4. Price list of rapid deployment cameras for 

CONSTRUCTION SITES

CAMSAT 04.2021
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price list valid since 02.04.2021

4.16 1105

Lock

00 31

Option available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Lock, padlock to protect the camera from unauthorized disassembly

C 19 €

4.17 1108

Wi-Fi

00 24

Option available with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

WiFi with a range of 50 m working in the 2.4ghz band for iCAM and iConstruction systems

Wireless WiFi transmission for wireless system configuration. It enables: viewing, controlling, browsing and downloading the archive 

and system management.

   
C 127 €

4.18 1115

iCAM-BOX

00 48

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Strong transport box for mobile systems: iCAM and iConstruction with foam filling.

It enables safe transport and storage of mobile cameras.

Dimensions: 60x50x35 [cm]

Other dimensions available on request. C 427 €

4.19 1116

Gniazdo GE-Mobile II

00 52

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

The universal socket for the quick-release mounting connector of the iCAM and iConstruction-CAM cameras. Can be 

screwed to the wall or attached with steel bands to a 80-160 mm pole

Quick coupler socket for mounting a rapid deploymen camera on a pole or façade. The installation of several such sockets in the city 

area enables very fast moving and installation of iCAM cameras in a new location.
C 97 €

4.20 1117

iCAM-TVRec

00 26

Compatible with:

* iConstruction-CAM

* iCAM-MobileHD II

* iCAM-PowerHD

* iCAM-MiniHD II

Online HDMI receiver for 4 iCAM cameras

Receiver for viewing 4 images from iCAM cameras or iConstructionCAM on TV via the Internet. In addition, it allows you to record 

video images, control PTZ cameras, online preview in HD and many other options.

Included: iCAM-TVRec, power supply x1

iCAM 327 €

Accessories for rapid deployment cameras



High discounts at European level
Free delivery of main demonstration
products
3-year full warranty on the main CAMSAT
products
Redirecting customers from a given
distribution region
Participation in projects – "Camsat
immediately – you will pay after sale"

Distributor's logo in instructional videos and
product advertising films
Ready content and photos in high resolution
for catalogs and websites
Editable, marketing sources - providing
Distributors with ready-made marketing
materials for their own editing in editable
formats, e.g. Photoshop .psd, CorelDraw .crd
Sony Vegas

BECOME A DISTRIBUTOR OF
INNOVATIVE CCTV SOLUTIONS

CAMSAT 2021 price list

Our clients: "If wireless, then only
CAMSAT"

www.camsat-cctv.com
camsat@camsat.com

Sales department ext. 21, 22 and 35
tel. +48 52 387 3658 tel. +48 52 387 5406 
tel. +48 52 387 1097 tel. 798 585 208 tel. 518 977 572


